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Temperature dependence of magnetization drift velocity and current polarization in
Ni80Fe20 by spin wave Doppler measurements
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A spin wave Doppler technique is used to measure the temperature dependence of both the
magnetization drift velocity, which represents the magnitude of adiabatic spin transfer torque, and
the current polarization in current-carrying Ni80Fe20 wires. For current densities of 1011 A/m2, we
obtain magnetization drift velocities decreasing from 4.8±0.3 m/s to 4.1±0.1 m/s over a temperature
range from 80 K to 340 K. Interpretation of velocity values yields current polarization dropping from
0.75±0.05 to 0.58±0.02 over the same temperature range. Analysis indicates different temperature
dependences for spin-up and spin-down conductivities, suggesting a strong impurity scattering of
spin-down electrons.

PACS numbers: 72.25.Ba, 76.50.+g, 75.40.Gb

The realization that electrical currents can carry angu-
lar momentum and that the angular momentum transfer
can be used to manipulate and detect ferromagnetic order
on the nanoscale has sparked great scientific and techni-
cal interest in recent years. These spin transfer effects
form a key part of the physics that supports develop-
ment of new technologies such as magnetic memories1,2,
and nanoscale microwave oscillators3,4.

A key parameter for spin transfer effects is the current
polarization P that is developed in ferromagnetic metals
as spin up and spin down electrons carry different cur-
rents, J↑ and J↓ respectively: P = (J↑−J↓)/(J↑+J↓). A
critical step in the development of spin-torque switched
memories will be to reduce the critical current density
required to “write” a memory cell1, and a simple model
indicates that the critical current is proportional to 1/P 5.
The current polarization is also important to technolo-
gies that involve current-driven motion of domain walls2,6
where the domain wall velocity is proportional to P . As
successful development of these technologies will require
operation over a temperature range, not only values of
P , but also the temperature dependence of P will be
important.

Despite the importance of P , independent measure-
ments have produced a range of values (Table I) for the
case of the ferromagnetic alloy Ni80Fe20 (Py). Some of
the discrepancies between these reported values can be
attributed to sample preparation, interfacial effects and
contact size effects7, and some are intrinsic to the dif-
ferent techniques yielding differently defined polarization
values that correspond to different types of transport, as
outlined by Mazin8. Spin polarized photoemission mea-
sures the density-of-states polarization which is propor-
tional to surface magnetization9, while the tunneling spin
polarization measured in magnetic tunnel junction de-
pends strongly on tunneling probability10,11. Those mea-
surements have already shown that different types of spin
polarization have distinct temperature dependences9–11.

In this paper, we report the first measurements of

the temperature dependence of current polarization in
Ni80Fe20. We use a current-induced spin wave Doppler
technique pioneered by Vlaminck and Bailleul18 which
has the advantages of immunity to interfacial effects at
contacts, the clear identification of the result as a diffu-
sive transport measurement in the bulk metal, and the
freedom to change the temperature.

The notion that the interaction between spin waves
and currents would appear in the form of a Doppler shift
was suggested early19, and refined more recently in terms
of the spin transfer torque theory20,21, which is summa-
rized here for a continuous material in terms of the Lan-
dau Lifshitz-Gilbert equation of motion for the magneti-
zation M including spin-torque terms:

(d/dt+ v · ∇) m = −µ0|γ|(m×H)
+αm× (d/dt+ v · ∇) m
+(β − α)m× v · ∇m. (1)

Here, m = M/‖M‖, H represents applied fields and
interaction fields acting on the magnetization, γ is the
gyromagnetic ratio, α is the Gilbert damping parameter
and β is the coefficient for the non-adiabatic spin transfer
term. The magnetization drift velocity v arises from adi-
abatic spin transfer, and is given by several authors22,23

P Method Ref.

0.32±0.04 Spin dependent tunneling 12

0.48 Spin dependent tunneling 13

0.37±0.05 Point contact Andreev reflection 14

0.47±0.03 Point contact Andreev reflection 15

0.76±0.07 Perp. current magnetoresistance 16

0.8±0.1 Perp. current magnetoresistance @ 77 K 17

0.50±0.05 Spin wave Doppler @ 293 K 18

TABLE I: Summary of published values of P in Ni80Fe20.
Measurement temperature is 4.2 K except as noted.
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as:

v = − gµBP

2Ms|e|
J, (2)

where J is the current density and g ≈ 2 is the Landé
g-factor. We obtain polarization values from values of v,
which are obtained from measured shifts in the propaga-
tion frequency of spin waves.

The theoretical basis for the measurement is a shift
in the spin wave dispersion relation ω(k) by an amount
∆ω = k ·v in the presence of current. Below, we describe
two methods to obtain the theoretical frequency shift
from Eq. (1). First we look for a solution of Eq. (1) in the
form of a spin wave, m = m0+δm exp[i(k·r−ωt)], where
δm is a small transverse deviation from the static, uni-
form ground state m0. Substituting this spin wave solu-
tion into Eq. (1), the angular frequency ω always appears
as ω−v ·k, meaning that a spin wave with wavevector k
that propagates at frequency ω(0) = ωk in zero current
will propagate at shifted frequency ω(J) = ωk + v · k in
nonzero current18. A more complete analysis shows that
the final term in Eq. (1) results in a current-dependent
contribution to the spin wave damping24, which we do
not discuss further here.

An alternative view can be obtained by noticing that
the operators (d/dt+v ·∇) can be replaced with (d/dt) if
one shifts to a reference frame that moves with velocity
v. With the exception of the final term, Eq. (1) is then
equivalent to the equations of motion for zero current in
this moving frame25. Viewed from the laboratory frame,
it is clear that the spin waves will propagate as if the
magnetic medium were moving with velocity v, creating
Doppler shifts expected for a moving medium.

An example of the devices we use to launch, prop-
agate and detect spin waves in a current-carrying Py
wire is shown in Fig. 1. We first pattern 20 nm thick
Py wires with different widths using photolithography,
E-beam evaporation and lift-off on high-resistivity Si
wafers covered with a 20 nm Al2O3. We place four Cr(5
nm)/Au(100 nm) dc contacts at the ends of the Py wire
as current/voltage probes, and we evaporate a 45 nm
Al2O3 layer to insulate the Py wire from the antennas,
which we pattern by E-beam lithography and lift-off of
Cr(5 nm)/Au(150 nm).

We connect the microwave antennas to the two ports
of a vector network analyzer via microwave probes which
are calibrated using a short-open-load-through method
with a resolution of 2.5 MHz. The antennas have pe-
riodic structures (inset of Fig. 1) that couple predomi-
nantly to spin waves of only two wave vectors18: k0=8.38
µm−1 and k1=2.79 µm−1 in the present case. The spin
wave transmission between the antennas has two corre-
sponding resonances as shown in Fig. 2a. Static fields
were applied in the sample plane, perpendicular to the
wire, so that the spin wave propagation is perpendicular
to the equilibrium magnetization (magnetostatic surface
wave (MSSW) geometry).

In this configuration, there is a non-reciprocal antenna-
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Scanning electron microscope (SEM)
image of a device with an 8 µm wide Py strip. S12 (S21)
refers to the spin wave transmission from rf port 2(1) to port
1(2), and electrons flow in the negative x direction for positive
current. In positive fields, S12 is much stronger than S21. The
inset shows the zoomed-in image of the microwave antennas.
The periodicity of the rf current is 750 nm and the center-to-
center distance of the pair of antennas is 7 µm.

spinwave coupling26 such that S21 is relatively weak for
positive fields (Fig. 2b), and S12 is weak in negative fields.
This effect makes detection of small frequency shifts be-
tween S12 and S21 difficult. To circumvent this prob-
lem, we find that we can obtain more precise measure-
ments of frequency shift by measuring S12 in positive
field and measuring S21 in negative field. Instrumental
offsets creating differences in the magnitudes of positive
and negative fields result in a small offset on the mea-
sured frequency shift and do not affect our data analysis.
All measurements reported here are made at ±40 mT
which is sufficient to saturate the bulk of the stripe. The
component of transmission due to spin waves is isolated
by subtracting background spectra at a reference field of
±100 mT.

The high current densities required for this measure-
ment naturally result in Joule heating of the sample. For
the maximum current density of 1.6 × 1011 A/m2, the
resistance increases by 2.8 % at 293 K and by 5.7 % at
100 K, corresponding to temperature increases of ≈20 K
and ≈50 K respectively. However, because v is weakly
temperature dependent (see below), we argue that for
T>100 K, heating does not compromise our results sig-
nificantly as long as the supplied current density is below
1.6 × 1011 A/m2. Larger temperature changes and in-
creased damping that reduced signal strength precluded
measurements below 80 K.

Typical spin wave transmission impedance curves are
shown in Fig. 2a. We focus on the main resonance at
k0=8.38 µm−1 (dashed box) to measure the frequency
shift created by a current in the Py wire. When a dc
current is passed through the Py wire, the transmit-
ted spin wave detected by the antenna at the fixed k
is frequency-shifted depending on the current direction
and amplitude. Fig. 2c upper panel shows that S12 and
S21 are shifted to higher and lower frequencies respec-
tively, when a positive current density of 1.2×1011 A/m2
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FIG. 2: (Color online) (a) Real (orange) and imaginary (blue)
part of S12 transmission impedance in a +40 mT field at
room temperature with no dc current. (b) The amplitude
of S12 and S21 in the same +40 mT field. (c) S12 and S21

transmission impedance response when a current density of
±1.2 × 1011 A/m2 is applied in the Py wire. The frequency
shift ∆f between the S12 and S21 curves changes sign when
the current is reversed.

is applied in the Py wire27. When the current changes di-
rection, the shifts of S12 and S21 also reverse accordingly
(lower panel). Frequency shift values were obtained by
calculating the cross-correlation of the two transmission
curves yielding an uncertainty of less than 1 MHz.

Individual magnetization drift velocity values v =
π∆f/k at T=220 K are plotted as a function of current
density in Fig. 3a. The slope of the linear fit in Fig. 3a
corresponds to a velocity of 4.4 m/s ± 0.1 m/s for a 1011

A/m2 current density. Similarly, magnetization drift ve-
locities were extracted from the slopes of linear fits for
different temperatures. The temperature dependence of
velocity (Fig. 3b) shows a 17 % increase as tempera-
ture decreases from 340 K to 80 K. Since the magneti-
zation drift velocity results from adiabatic spin transfer
torque, the temperature dependence of v reported here
may partially explain a decrease in critical current den-
sity for current-driven domain wall motion that has been
observed with decreasing temperature28.

We extract polarization values from the frequency shift
observed at various temperatures and the temperature
dependence of the M · t product measured on an un-
patterned witness film (Fig. 3c inset). The tempera-
ture dependent polarization is shown in Fig. 3c. Error
bars are derived from standard deviation in linear fits of
the type shown in Fig. 3a, uncertainty in measuring Py
wire width and uncertainty in SQUID measurement. The
room temperature polarization value of P = 0.60±0.02 is
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FIG. 3: (Color online) (a) Magnetization drift velocity as a
function of current density (T = 220 K). Red line is the linear
fit. (b) Magnetization drift velocity from 80 K to 340 K for
a current density of 1011 A/m2. (c) Spin polarization as a
function of temperature. Some earlier measurements of spin
polarization in Py are also shown for comparison. Inset shows
Mst vs. T data.

in fair agreement with the results by Vlaminck et al.18.
From 80 K down to 340 K, the polarization increases,
trending toward a value obtained by analysis of current-
perpendicular transport measurements at 4.2 K16. Band
structure calculations of current polarization by Nad-
gorny et al. in the diffusive transport case also predict a
polarization value of 0.70 for Ni3Fe at low temperature15.

The spin-dependent conductivities σ↑ and σ↓ can be
obtained from the polarization of the current and the
resistivity of the magnetic wire using

σ↑ = (1 + P )/2ρ and σ↓ = (1− P )/2ρ. (3)

We plot these quantities in Fig. 4a. The spin-up con-
ductivity, σ↑ is much larger, and decreases with increas-
ing temperature, while the spin-down conductivity σ↓ is
smaller, and temperature independent within the mea-
surement uncertainty.

The temperature dependences of σ↑ and σ↓ can be ex-
plained in terms of spin-up, spin-down and spin-flip re-
sistivities ρ↑, ρ↓ and ρ↑↓ respectively. In terms of these
quantities29,

σ↑ = (ρ↓ + 2ρ↑↓)/ [ρ↑ρ↓ + ρ↑↓(ρ↑ + ρ↓)] , (4)
σ↓ = (ρ↑ + 2ρ↑↓)/ [ρ↑ρ↓ + ρ↑↓(ρ↑ + ρ↓)] , (5)

which reduce to σi = 1/ρi if spin flip processes are ne-
glected.

To illustrate the behavior of these expressions, we
make the assumption that the three spin-dependent re-
sistivities all have temperature dependence of the form
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FIG. 4: (Color online) (a) Spin up and spin down conductivi-
ties as a function of temperature. (b) Simulated temperature
dependence based on Eqs. (4) and (5) and the resistivities
plotted in the inset.

ρi = ai + ciT
2. For the low temperature limits, resis-

tivity measurements on dilute alloys have shown that in
Ni, the low temperature resistivity ai due to scattering
from Fe atoms was 6 to 20 times greater for spin-down
electrons than for spin-up eletrons30. Accordingly, we fix
the ratio a↓/a↑ = 7.0. Attributing spin-flip scattering
to thermal magnons, we choose a↑↓ = 0.0, and although
spin-flip and non-spin-flip scattering have different mech-

anisms, we fix c↑ = c↓ = c↑↓. Finally, we select values of
a↑ = 0.24 µΩm and ci = 8 × 10−7 µΩm/K2 that yield
the low and high temperature limits of σ↑ in Fig. 4a.

The resulting conductivity curves (Fig. 4b) demon-
strate that spin flip scattering reduces σ↑ while slightly
increasing σ↓. Because ρ↓ is dominated by the temper-
ature independent term a↓, 1/ρ↓ decreases only weakly
with temperature. Including spin-flip scattering, how-
ever, σ↓ actually increases weakly with temperature in
this example. On the other hand, σ↑ is more sensitive to
phonon and magnon scattering when temperature varies.

In summary, we show that current spin polarization in
Ni80Fe20 increases by 29 % from 340 K down to 80 K.
These are the first measurements of the temperature de-
pendence of current polarization in ferromagnetic metals.
We demonstrate that the spin wave Doppler measure-
ment also gives a direct measure of magnetization drift
velocity, which represents the amplitude of adiabatic spin
transfer torque. Analysis of spin dependent conductivity
is consistent with a strong impurity scattering for down-
spin electrons.
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